Year 6 Autumn Term – 1

Maths

English
Science
LFL
RE
PE
Homework

Calculation:
Children will continue to learn the formal methods of addition and subtraction multiplication and division. They will practise these in the arithmetic format
as well as solving real-life situation problems.
Fractions decimals and Percentages:
Pupils will look at fractions including adding subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions. They will look at the relationship between fractions decimals
and percentages and calculate fractions of whole numbers
Pupils will also begin to practise finding fractions and percentages of whole numbers, converting between fractions decimals and percentages and working
with all types of numbers
Pupils will also learn to calculate with mixed numbers and solve fraction decimal and percentage problems in a context and worded problems
Genre: Classic text and literature
The pupils will study A Christmas Carol, they will look at the language and style used in a classic text and build up to writing their own classic fiction text ,
skills will be worked on dependent of target group. Other topics may include war poetry, non-fiction such as newspaper reports and letters of complaint.
Reading pupils will study all reading strands with a focus on test technique, focus initially will be on strand 2a with a focus on find and copy later focuses
will include strand 2b finding evidence from the text.
The Body: Pupils will then study the body and the pulmonary and circulatory systems, they will look at the effects of different substances and a healthy
lifestyle on the body
Topic: WW2
Learning through: History, Geography, Art and Design
Pupils will study the key events and initiators of WW2, creating timelines, studying the blitz and rationing and creating artwork based upon the war, pupils
will create their own Anderson shelters and begin looking at a typical Christmas during WW2
Prejudice and discrimination, pupils will look at what prejudice and discrimination mean and then look at the stories of famous people who suffered from
discrimination
Pupils will also look at putting others first, they will look at the story of Mohammed Ali who put his beliefs before his career
Underlying through all of this the pupils will discuss the theme of British Values
Please remember to bring your P.E. Kits in on a Monday and Tuesday.
Your child will be developing their physical skills through: Netball – learning how to defend and attack, learning the rules of the Netball game and the
passing and throwing skills involved.
Gymnastics:
Children will create their own sequences of balances and movements that involve their partner and other apparatus. Children will learn how to carry and
us apparatus safely.
We currently give homework out on a Thursday and collect it in on a Thursday, this may vary as per target group teacher. Homework will support the
learning in class that week or prepare the children for the following weeks learning.

